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It may not display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative
browser. I can’t find any specsIve never seen or heard of a 505. Not that that matters. Im sure there
are lots of things Ive never seenIve never seen or heard of a 505. Not that that matters. Im sure
there are lots of things Ive never seen Click to expand. The cabinet volume looks a little larger in the
picture with the grills on.The veneer looks nice under the grills too. Ive seen some Bose speakers
that were black, not veneered under the grills. I would love to hear how they sound. What is your
impression of themAnyway before trying them I need info they seem quite big with maybe a 10”
woofer.A search at Boses website did not turn up anything about a model 505, but you might call
Bose and ask them about it. If they are a 501 series iv with a different name, the owners manual is
available at Bose support online.Also my 501 have a cloth dustcap instead of what looks like a solid
cap on those. Very interesting find Click to expand. Click to expand. Also my 501 have a cloth
dustcap instead of what looks like a solid cap on those. Very interesting find Click to expand. Notice
how its rounded on the edge instead of squared off like the 501. There are some odd little
differences from the 501 even thought its designed just like a 501. I wonder if its a European version
of the 501. Maybe they had different esthetics than the USNotice how its rounded on the edge
instead of squared off like the 501. There are some odd little differences from the 501 even thought
its designed just like a 501. I wonder if its a European version of the 501. Maybe they had different
esthetics than the US. Click to expand. Click to expand. Bose generally doesn’t garner the same
respect from most audiophiles due to their zany designs and generally okayish drivers, but the ones
I’ve spent time with generally sound pretty good. Very pleasant, very
relaxedsounding.http://1worldlanguage.com/1worldlanguage/userfiles/9316cw-user-manual.xml

bose 505 specs, bose 505 manual, 1.0, bose 505 specs, bose 505 manual.

If you had no other speakers to compare against, you’d think they were the best things ever made.
Sensitvitywise, they’re VERY powerhungry, possibly in the mid80s or so. They LOVE power, and the
more clean power, the better. Highs are rolled off and the bass is gigantic, if a bit sluggish. Granted,
I need to refoam them and only have about 40 or so watts at my disposal, and the woofers look a bit
different than yours. One thing to note is that they’re placementsensitive. You’re gonna want to stick
these parallel to the wall, and with nothing within a few feet of the tweeter. Too close to the wall and
they’re gonna get boomy, and stands might be needed. On my Series II’s, it’s even more complicated
because the tweeters fire backwards on either side of the speaker, basically demanding a wall to
themselves. Glad to see they fixed that. What all this accomplishes is a HUGE sound that fills the
room. Don’t expect much in the way of proper stereo imaging, but they’re not bad for piping in
music in noncritical listening scenarios game rooms, living rooms, etc. Stay up to date with Roland
news, artists, promotions, events, and more. Provides an overview of key features, functions and
operational tips. The BOSS Worldwide Social Network keeps you connected to the latest products,
exciting events, and much more. Stay up to date with Roland news, artists, promotions, events, and
more. Provides an overview of key features, functions and operational tips. The BOSS Worldwide
Social Network keeps you connected to the latest products, exciting events, and much more. Filled
with new features requested by top users, the Version 2.0 update brings even more creative power
to the flagship tabletop looper. Simultaneous effects can now be used in the Input FX and Track FX
sections, and a number of new effects types are included. Many refinements to the loop functionality
offer a multitude of ways to enhance and improve live
performances.http://eortak.com/img/fck_temp/931bf-manual.xml
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The control target functions have been greatly expanded as well, providing a wealth of external
control options for musicians who loop with guitars, keyboards, and other instruments. Each track
can have its own playback mode multi, single, oneshot, reverse, etc. and tempo sync settings,
providing an unlimited range of creative looping behaviors. Input FX allow you to process the sound
during loop recording, while Track FX provide further processing options for phrase playback. With
the Version 2.0 update, the assigned effects can now be used simultaneously, and newly added
effects types offer even more processing options to choose from. Global compressor and reverb
effects are also on hand, perfect for adding some finishing polish to the overall sound. A combination
of frequently used settings can be saved as a User Set, which you can easily load to quickly
reconfigure any phrase memory, even in the heat of performing. 85 different onboard rhythms offer
backing for loop recording, with a large selection of oddmeasure beats for advanced looping. The
rhythm part can be routed to the rearpanel Phones jack only, giving you a dedicated click track for
monitoring purposes. With the Version 2.0 update, it’s possible to route individual phrase tracks to
the headphones as well. Many newly added target functions are tailormade for foot control, perfect
for looping musicians who have their hands occupied with a guitar, keyboard, and other instrument.
The 16 control assignments are stored with phrase memories, allowing you to create and recall
custom setups for different songs and performing situations. Available individually or in a package of
three BICPC3. Also available in brown BSC20BRN and natural BSC20NAT. You can also contact our
Product Support department by phone or email. In addition, we have a library of Owner’s Manuals
and Support Documents that you can download and reference. Use these links to ensure a small
donation to Hifishark upon your purchase!

Get it delivered to your inbox. By continuing to use the site you accept our Terms and Conditions of
Use. Learn more. Our payment security system encrypts your information during transmission. We
don’t share your credit card details with thirdparty sellers, and we don’t sell your information to
others. Change at checkout. To hide it, choose Ship in Amazon packaging at checkout. Please try
again.Please try again.Spatial Dispersion speaker lens creates a smoother high frequency spatial
response and wider distribution of soundEach speaker H x W x D 9.75 x 14.25 x 9.75 inchesShow
details In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to
the next or previous heading. Register a free business account Adult supervision required. Keep
uninflated balloons from children. Discard broken balloons at once. Please try your search again
later.Style Stereo Loudspeakers These versatile, elegant speakers bring lifelike, spacious sound to
music and movies and are an excellent way to bring Bose sound to your stereo or home theater
components. In a concert hall, listeners hear a mix of direct and reflected sound arriving from
different directions and at different times. Boser 201 speakers create a listening environment
composed of reflected and direct sound, much like That of a live performance. Bose 301 bookshelf
speakers provide outstanding sound while fitting beautifully into your living space. Connect these
versatile speakers to your surround sound receiver enjoy stereo sound almost anywhere in the room,
not just in one small sweet spot stereo targetingr tweeters are precisely angled 2.5Inch proprietary
drivers that deliver balanced stereo sound cleaner and deeper performance in the lower notes.
Syncom computer tested to ensure one of the highest levels of quality and reliability in the audio
industry.

These versatile bookshelf speakers are small enough to fit comfortably on a shelf or in an
entertainment center, yet use advanced Bose technologies to convey much of the power of a live
performance. Bring clear, spacious sound to your music and movies with the Bose 301 Series V In a
live performance, music reaches your ears, and your emotions, through a blend of direct and
reflected sound. Proprietary technologies built into Boses best bookshelf speakers make it possible
for you and your friends and family to enjoy balanced stereo sound almost anywhere in the room.
Can also be used as main, secondary or surround home theater speakers Spacious Sound for Movies
and More The Bose 301 bookshelf speakers can also be used as main, secondary or surround home



theater speakers. Simply connect Bose 301 speakers to your surround sound receiver and
experience exhilarating audio with your home theater components. If you own a Lifestyle system,
Bose 301 bookshelf stereo speakers can help you extend its benefits to another room in your home.
Simply connect these stereo speakers and an SA3 amplifier to your Lifestyle system and enjoy music
in one room while family members watch a movie in anotherat the same time, from the same system.
The flared slot port design is engineered to reduce air turbulence. The woofer and port geometry
complement each other so you can enjoy cleaner and deeper performance in the lower frequencies,
particularly at high volumes. Stereo Everywhere speaker performance produces balanced stereo
sound over a wide area. The result of proprietary Bose technologies, these speakers let you enjoy
balanced sound throughout the listening area, unlike conventional speakers that radiate sound
mostly in a single direction. Use these speakers for music, or movie soundthey can be used as main,
secondary, or surround home theater speakers. Style Stereo Loudspeakers Click here to make a
request to customer service.

Amazon calculates a product’s star ratings based on a machine learned model instead of a raw data
average. The model takes into account factors including the age of a rating, whether the ratings are
from verified purchasers, and factors that establish reviewer trustworthiness. Please try again later.
Jacob Monhollen 5.0 out of 5 stars I’m going to review the speakers and how they sound in the room
and for the setup that I wanted. I liked the way these looked on the Bose speaker stands and how it
fit the room or the concept that I wanted speakers for in the first place. My biggest fear is that I
wouldn’t be happy with the sound vs.I wanted to build a 2.1 channel system for the room with my
pool table. Watched all of the YouTube videos, read all of the reviews. The first place I go on reviews
is the lowest ratings. Why did people not like these speakers. Damage during shipping, faulty
products and anyone that manufactures will have lemons, and then there were people that just hate
Bose and said something else was better. I wish those types of reviews would stop. I would never
submit a bad review because UPS sucks. I just don’t hold this against the product. I bought these
eyes wide open, and ready to return them if I wasn’t satisfied. So. How’d they do They sound great.
Super happy. They sound bigger than they are. They don’t blast your face off, they just sound good
regardless of volume. Speaking of volume they get loud. One of the points that I gleaned out of the
reviews is that they aren’t as efficient as some other speakers and that others have found that more
power wakes them up. I paired them with a Harman Kardon 3770. That receiver advertises 120W x
2, and has a dedicated LFE output. Hooked that up and was super happy. Don’t know what the db
ratings are, but it SOUNDED GOOD. Cranked it up louder than I need and these relatively little
speakers sounded loud and clear. Haven’t got them to distort yet. Good details. Just sound big.

I have no interest in looking at other speakers anymore. I’m that happy. Good bass for the size, and
if you listen to them long enough without a sub you may very well talk yourself out of one, but. I
wanted more. I added a Velodyne Impact 12 MK2. Newer model not available on Amazon when this
was typed Done. It MAJORLY picks up the low end that speakers this size, or floor standers with 68”
low ends lack. I would highly recommend these to those who are looking for great sound in a
compact package. If you want a nice 2.1, pair them with a decently powered receiver and a sub.
They sound great on their own. The sub just fills in another level at the volume that these put out.
These are not face melters. They are room fillers. I’ve returned more than a few Bose products over
the years. Not a Bose fanboy. I will never return these, and for the game room that I wanted to add a
classic 2 channel 2.1 I am super happy with these. I would highly recommend the Bose stands. Just
looks good. One other common knock on these is that the quality of construction and components is
inferior to the competition. Looking at them I would agree. Paper cone subwoofers in 2018. However
they just sound good with the power I’m pushing. In the end, I was teetering between Polk Tsi500’s
or Klipsch RP280f’s. Those speakers are undoubtedly better than these. But for the size, sound
reproduction, and money, I’ll never think I should have tried the others. I’m really that happy, and I
realize that these are perfect for the space that I put them in.After upgrading other components of



our family room sound system, I looked into the Bose 301s. I had a pair of old Bose 301s that I still
liked. About 35 years oldone must assume technology has advanced since then. On Amazon read
reviews of these new 301s by other buyers. At least three people had the same situation, namely, an
old pair of 301s but upgraded. They were very pleased with the new Bose offering.

Based partially on those reviews, I bought them and I am extremely pleased with the results.
Perhaps the brighter sound is the result of adding a second tweeter. I chose Bose originally for voice
quality and the new 301s retain that. I also have a pair of Bose 901s on a different system which I
consider the best speakers ever made, also chosen for their voice quality and ambience. My system
consists of a new Onkyo stereo 2 channel anp, the 301s, and a Yamaha powered subwoofer. They are
fed from the cable box and a bluray DVD player, all hooked up via HDMI connections. No more RCA
cables! I have discovered one can have very nice sound from two bookshelf speakers and a
subwoofer. The subwoofer is optional of course, but crossing over the 301s into the woofer at 80 Hz
does extend the bass effects. One word of advice. Bose speakers need air around them. It is part of
their design to achieve their ambient and spacious sound. Be sure to follow the instructions as to the
clearance dimensions required around them for their placement. They produce a very natural sound
that literally wraps around you if properly placed.It was just unbelievable. As the decades past I saw
them increase in quality. But I knew the price was out of reach. I saw these and said Im not getting
any younger. Any who I received them the 12th. Already had wires and spot all set. Hooked them up
listen to some led zep, aja steely dan, Chris Isaac, some lynryd. All I could do is sit there and listen
and laugh they are still the best. Absolutely positively the best still. This is for the people of Amazon.
Like I said you made it possible for an old hippie of 63 able to spend the rest of his days listening
with his dream full field. Thanks again. Welcome back its day 4. Ive been going thru my 4500 plus
library hearing all for the first time. Have them meticulously placed and still just sitting here
enjoying and laughing cant help it. To be continued. How is everyone happy thanksgiving. Its been 2
weeks.

Im listening to l a woman again for the first time. Well be safe all and Amazon and Bose thanks again
later. Well its been a month and right now Im on a Night Flight with Jimmy Page so rock on ttfn
darlings ttfn.Was concerned the Bose speakers wouldnt be big enough to handle the sound I wanted.
There was no need to worry. I would go deaf before these speakers ever reached their peak.
Attractive, not too big so they dont take over the room.These speakers over deliver. Vinyl, digital,
streaming. Everything sounds fantastic through them. Big sound. Perfect resonance. I just cant say
enough about these speakers through my old Rotel amplifier.So this was special. Opening the box
my heart was racing. They certainly are typical Bose. A quality product. Played some Fairport
Convention for the first time and am blown away by sounds not heard before. These speakers are
easy to set up. Read owners Manuel for correct positioning of them. I am extremely happy with my
purchase. Only time will tell if they last the 2530 years I had the mordaunt shorts.Sorry, we failed to
record your vote. Please try again However, like some other Bose products, looks can be deceiving.
Vocals with two tweeters positioned front and rear are impressive and bass is quite balanced
experiment with positioning midrange is ok. Im using a hybrid valve amp and it seems to work well
in a medium size room. The reason I bought these speakers is that they have a wide stereo image
thats room filling and easy listening. They are not high end, but are different in looks and sound to
other budget speakers. Its just a shame that the finish on them is not better.Sorry, we failed to
record your vote. Please try again They are also very efficient and a 100w of power to each speaker
sounds more like 500w, they are small but shue pack a punchSorry, we failed to record your vote.
Please try again My prime purpose to play these through my Mac into an amp. Does the job. But will
buy a better more sturdy amp.

Doesnt come with cables and has little rubber feet included.Sorry, we failed to record your vote.
Please try again Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Looking forward to installing



them as they should be later in the week when the brackets have arrived. These will add to my
existing Bose speakers and acoustimass system and will just fill the room with sound. Cant wait until
its all up and running.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Fills the room with clear
and fullrange music.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Sorry, we failed to record
your vote. Please try again Tal vez porque ya tenia otros altavoces Bose en casa desde hace anos y
tengo el oido hecho a su particular sonido. Muchos dicen que no es autentico HiFi, que si les falta
esto y les sobra esto otro. Yo personalmente estoy muy satisfecho con ellos. Son unos bafles muy
compactos para disfrutar de la musica sin complicaciones. Reparten muy bien el sonido por la
habitacion no tenemos que sentarnos en el centro para notar un buen estereo, suenan muy bien con
volumen bajo y si quieres darle cana se comportan de maravilla. Graves con pegada, agudos
finos.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Sorry, we failed to record your vote.
Please try again Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Sorry, we failed to record your
vote. Please try again Che altro dire Consigliatissime!Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try
again Non volendo comprare un impianto sorround completo Bose avevo optato per questi
altoparlanti passivi da collegare al mio impianto amplificatore Kenwood di media categoria collegato
a TV e Spotify piu giradischi Thorens, ma sono rimasto un po deluso i bassi sono profondi e vero, ma
impastati col resto delle frequenze. Per ascolto musica, li ho confrontati con delle Indiana Line dj308
che costano molto meno, e queste ultime hanno una qualita ed una potenza una spanna sopra.

Magari mi sbaglio, ma per valorizzarle forse necessitano di amplificatore Bose anchesso o di un
equalizzatore per gestire le frequenze non mi sorprenderei se in questo caso risultassero anche
migliori delle indiana, che peraltro sono molto piu grosse. Inoltre la forma svasata sara funzionale,
pero non mi piace, preferisco un aspetto piu neutro.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try
again Pensavo che Bose avesse una cura dei dettagli o devo desumere che mi e stato piu volte
spedito un prodotto ricondizionato. La funzionalita non e compromessa ed alla fine ho deciso di
tenerlo, ma non sono soddisfatto.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again In order to
navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or
previous heading. Used Very GoodVery Good Condition Bose VCS10 Center Channel Speaker Black.
We ship daily from Cleveland, Ohio.Please try again.Please try again.Please choose a different
delivery location.In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to
navigate to the next or previous heading. In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your
heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1
In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next
or previous heading. Register a free business account Please try your search again later.Get more
from your component system and let the whole family enjoy lifelike movie dialogue, even when
people are seated offaxis from the speaker and screen. The VCS10 is designed to complement your
existing TV or entertainment center. The speakers magnetic shielding prevents image distortion
when the speaker is mounted atop a TV or computer monitor. The speaker comes with 4 preattached
feet and 4 optionaluse additional selfadhesive rubber feet. According to Bose, standard zip cord
2conductor, 18gauge wire works for most applications.

Get more from your component system and let the whole family enjoy lifelike movie dialogue, even
when people are seated offaxis from the speaker and screen. The VCS10 is designed to complement
your existing TV or entertainment center. The speakers magnetic shielding prevents image
distortion when the speaker is mounted atop a TV or computer monitor. The speaker comes with 4
preattached feet and 4 optionaluse additional selfadhesive rubber feet. According to Bose, standard
zip cord 2conductor, 18gauge wire works for most applications.See full review Lon.TV Onsite
Associates Program Amazon calculates a product’s star ratings based on a machine learned model
instead of a raw data average. The model takes into account factors including the age of a rating,
whether the ratings are from verified purchasers, and factors that establish reviewer
trustworthiness. Please try again later. Lauri J. 4.0 out of 5 stars I have this 1999 model VSC10



mated to my pair of 1997 Bose model 201s and am quite pleased with the clarity of sound whether at
low or uncomfortably loud levels.No bass response whatsoever. Has a very tinny sound. Does not
perform well at higher volumes. Actually returned unit and replaced with full size Polk center.So I
left with a Denon receiver and Pinnacle subwoofer, and nothing else. I ordered a set of Bose 301s,
another set of Bose 201s and used them as front and rear speakers, respectively. They sound great
as stereo speakers, but the voices were too quiet before the center channel showed up. I was excited
to see this discontinued product was available in a likenew condition. It is an excellent addition to
the setup and and I am glad I have it.The installation was a bit tricky since this center channel is not
intended to be mounted on the ceiling. A custom bracket was made with four screws in the top of the
speaker and two screws into the ceiling joist. The mount is solid and looks great so close to the
ceiling.

The center channel joined Bose bookshelf speakers and subwoofer powered by Onkyo HTR590. The
center channel sound was a bit muffled while watching movies with voices missing enunciation
clarity of speech. A 10 minute sound calibration with the Onkyo setup mike fixed this problem. I now
have crisp clear speech with a real life tone emitting this speaker and a perfect balance with the rest
of the HT sound system. After all of my research and doubts from reading negative reviews, I now
realize the Bose VCS10 is a quality speaker. Most disappointment is from incorrect sound system
setup or pairing it with the wrong equipment. Im glad I gave this center channel a chance. I have no
regrets and look forward to years of HT enjoyment with this setup.Polk Audio PSW505 sub.Man i
cant sing enough praises for all the components. I dont get the muted sounds on Bose claim.The
tonality of the mid range.They dont have enough base you say.All the Boses put together make a real
good sound stage. Now on to the non bose components. Kudos to Polk audio for the woofer.Setting
up was a real breeze.The Onkyo receiver is a real amazing piece o tech for its price. Audessy 2EQ
the auto sound setup is really easy to do.These Bose center channel speaker is one of the best I’ve
had. The voices are very clear and the sound incredibly rich and precise.Ainsi lorsque jecoute de la
musique avec un subwoofer pour les bonnes basses.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try
again. The last shipping day is 27.07.2020. Of course you can also order from us as usual while
online. All orders will be processed again from 07.09.2020. Thank you for your understanding.
Lautsprecher Technik TeamBy continuing to use this site, you are agreeing to our policy. To read
more about how we use cookies read our Privacy Policy Please activate JavaScript to have access to
all shop functions and all shop content.Kewlon speaker foam surround has flexible design, produced
by polyether making it more durable.

To correctly repair your speaker, it is sent with repair guide which includes videos and images.
Please check the model and size of your speakers before ordering to be sure you receive the correct
foam edge repair kit. Kit Content 2 Foam Surround, Glue and Repair instructions. Carefully insert a
sharp utility knife between the gasket and the old surround. Slowly work your way around the
gasket. Prying it off until the original glue seam is broken. Scrape away any remaining foam from
back of gasket. You don’t necessarily have to remove all of the glue residue, but you must remove all
of the foam residue. Warning! Do not apply foam remover to the cone.Allow to soak for 34 min. Use
your fingers to rub off the remaining foam particles from the cones edge. Remove as much foam as
you can, but leaving a thin layer is acceptable. If you are precise, draw a line before gluing. If the
new edge fits cone, but the outer lip is too large for the frame, trim the outer diameter of the foam
edge as needed. Some wrinkling of the new foam is normal and will subside as the adhesive cures.
Install the new foam edge onto the cone. You can move the foam and make adjustments as needed at
this time. Be sure to center the foam on the cone. In most cases it is easier to install the new foam to
the TOP of the cone even if the original foam was installed behind the cone. Allow to dry for 20 min.
Press lightly on top of the foam to distribute the adhesive. Install the new foam edge onto the frame.
You can move the foam and make adjustments as needed at this time. Be sure to center the foam on
the cone and frame. Place the speaker gasket side down and allow to dry for 20 min. We are at



service for 5 years as online shop and thousands of people successfuly repaired their speakers
themselves. You can cut the edges of the surround with a scissors and overlap the foam to make it
smaller as needed to fit speaker basket. Rubber surround is produced from plastic GMO.

It is heavier comparison to polyether and the motion of the rubber surround in the magnet is limited.
Hence the sound quailty differs. Most of the speaker producing company uses foam surround. No, if
you mind the look of it being different to the other, you can change the other one too. Yes, we have.
Learn more about repair service here. Do I need shims Shims are not needed to properly replace
speaker foam surround using our special adhesive and repair technique. Hand centering is easy and
just as accurate. See repair video. Can I use surround adhesive for dust cap. Surround adhesive
supplied with your kit is specially formulated for speaker repair. It will attach foam or rubber
surround, dust caps to all types of cones including Poly, Paper, Kewlar and aluminum.set time to dry
is 30 min. Be the first who rate this product. Please send us here your feedback on our website and
shopping experience! For the crew, both the Bose and the OEM headset jacks are provided which
allows crew to maintain preference for Bose headsets or David Clark headsets. In the passenger
area, the OEM headset jacks are replaced with the Bose headset jacks. This kit installs jacks and
wiring only. The Bose Headset Adapter modifies the basic aircraft ICS system for the use of Bose
noise cancelling headsets. The headsets are procured separately. Make Bell Model 505 Your first
data will appear.


